9.00 Coffee

9.30
Valérie Schafer: State of the project and feedback on the interviews with Ina, BnF and Archive-It on the “web archiving of the Paris Attacks”: what we learned from these interviews from a researcher point of view, why was it useful, which questions it opened, which questions remain, etc.

Discussion

10.00 - 11.00
Zeynep Pehlivan (Institut National de l’Audiovisuel, Dlweb, France) and Peter Stirling (DLWEB BnF) (app. 20 minutes each): feedback on the archiving at BnF and Ina (archiving, tools, issues, problems, previous experiences, differences between Charlie and Bataclan’s Web archiving, collaborations, European experiences, etc.)

Discussions

Coffee break

11.15 - 12.15
Daniel Gomes (Leader of the Portuguese Web Archive and manager of the web development team at the Portuguese National Foundation for Scientific Computing
(FCCN) and Jane Winters (Professor of Digital History, University of London) (app. 20 minutes each) → European points of view on the web archiving of unforeseen events (7/7 bombings in London, etc.)

Discussion

12.15 - 13.00 Pierre Lefèbure (Université Paris 13 and Laboratoire Communication et politique LCP-IRISSO, UMR 7170; co-editor with Claire Sécaïl of the collective book Le défi Charlie dedicated to the media treatment of the events in France): Another point of view on medias in general during the events.

Lunch

14.30-17.00 Creation of a collaborative document: issues, limits, difficulties of an emergency archiving (national and European issues regarding the French events and more generally): Why an emergency archiving / What for / How / Who / How long, etc …
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9.00 Coffee

9.30-11.00 Feedback on the first day and presentation of the collaborative work made on June 27 by the participants

Discussion

11.00-12.30 Feedback by the French team on their experience within the BnF and Ina archives (tools, issues, difficulties, results, …)
  • Romain Badouard (Agora, Université de Cergy-Pontoise)
  • Lucien Castex (MCPN/CIM, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle)
  • Stéphanie Le Gallic (ISCC, CNRS/Paris-Sorbonne/UPMC)
  • Louise Merzeau (Dicen-IDF, Paris Ouest Nanterre La Défense)
  • Peter Stirling (DLWEB BnF): “Making sense of the collections”
  • Benjamin Thierry (Université Paris-Sorbonne, ISCC)

Discussion

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch


https://asap.hypotheses.org